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Banach spaces X whose duals are isomorphic or isometric to Z,(r) are 
characterized by certain classes of operators on X. It is proved that a separable, 
conjugate space isomorphic to a complemented subspace of an Lr(S, Z, p) 
space is isomorphic to It ; a LTi space contained in a separable, conjugate space 
is isomorphic to a subspace of Zi . 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we reprove and generalize a number of results con- 
cerning L,(S, Z, p) spaces and complemented subspaces of such 
spaces. We prove a theorem which contains the classical result of 
Gelfand [3] that LJO, l] is not isomorphic to a conjugate space; 
in fact, we show the result of Pelczynski [12] that LJO, l] is not 
isomorphic to a subspace of a separable conjugate space and the 
results of Phelps [17] and Pelczynski [ 131 that for a u-finite measure 
L,(S, 2, p) is not isomorphic to a conjugate space unless (8, Z, p) is 
purely atomic. A proof of Gelfand’s theorem is given by DieudonnC 
[2] in which Dieudonne raises the following problem: Characterize 
those L,(S, Z, p) spaces which are isomorphic to conjugate spaces. 
We give a partial answer to this problem and settle affirmatively the 
following conjecture of Rosenthal [lg]: If E is a complemented 
subspace of L,[O, l] and E is isomorphic to a dual space, then E is 
isomorphic to lr . In the language of [14] we prove that if E is a LZm 
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space such that E’ is separable, then E’ is isomorphic to lr; also, we 
prove that if X is an Yi space, isomorphic to a subspace of a separable 
conjugate space, then X is isomorphic to a subspace of E, . The main 
interest of this is that Lindenstrauss [9] has shown that there are at 
least countably infinitely many nonisomorphic types of separable Yi 
spaces, each of which is isomorphic to a subspace of I, . 
PRELIMINARIES 
BY UK II) (or WG ZP)) we mean the space of equivalence 
classes of absolutely summable functions on the locally compact 
HausdorfI space K with respect to the Radon measure p. By L,(K, p) 
we mean the space of p-essentially bounded functions. See [l] for 
details of this measure theory. By Ii(r) we denote the space of func- 
tions f from r into the real (or complex) numbers such that I/f I/ = 
Lz- If(r>l < + a^j. By c0 we mean the Banach space of real (or 
complex) sequences that converge to zero with the supremum norm. 
By C(K) we denote the Banach space of continuous functions with 
supremum norm on the compact Hausdorff space K, and C[O, I] 
denotes the continuous functions on the unit interval. Let ZPn denote 
the n-dimensional real (or complex) space of sequences (ti)yZ1 such 
that II(t = (X-l I ti Ip)llp if 1 d P < + ~0, II(t = suplGiGn 1 ti I 
if p = 00. If E and F are isomorphic Banach spaces, the Banach- 
Mazur distance, d(E, F) = inf{(i T I/ . (1 T-l 11 : T : E --+ F is an isomor- 
phism}. An isomorphism is a continuous, linear, one to one, onto 
function; an isomorphism into is a continuous, linear, one to one 
function with a closed image. An isometry is a norm preserving 
isomorphism. For I < p < 03, h > 1, a Banach space E is a 2P,A 
space if for each finite dimensional subspace G C E, there exists a 
finite dimensional subspace F, G C F C_ E, such that d(F, 1;“) < A, 
where n is the dimension of F. A Banach space is a 6p, space if F is an 
Ya,A space for some h > 1. (See [14] and [ 1 l] for a detailed study of 
these spaces.) 
By an operator or map we always mean a continuous linear function. 
An operator U : E -+ F is termed absolutely summing if U maps 
unconditionally summable series into absolutely summable series. It 
follows from the closed graph theorem that if U Is absolutely summing 
then there is a constant C > 0 satisfying 
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for all finite sets (x~}~~-=, C E. The infimum of all such constants C is 
called the absolutely summing norm of U and is written I( U 1(&.8. . 
For the purposes of this paper an integral operator U : E -+ F is 
one which admits a factorization 
E 7 -L(P) - Ll(P) --p F”, 
where p is a nonnegative, normalized Radon measure on some compact 
space K, and the middle arrow represents the canonical inclusion. 
The integral norm of such a U, denoted by (1 U [lint, may be taken 
to be inf (1 A I( (1 B (1, w h ere the infimum is taken over all factorizations 
as above. It is known that each integral map is absolutely summing and 
that II u 1L.s. d II UIlint . Conversely, these two classes of operators 
coincide on LZm,,-spaces and further the inequality I/ U I(int < h 11 U Ija,s. 
holds [19]. 
The operator U : E -+ F is nuclear if U has a representation 
U(x) = Xd (,2’, x,‘> Yn , where C,“=, 11 x,~’ 11 1 yn )I < co. The nuclear 
norm of U is (1 U Iln = inf zrzl II x,’ 11 (( yn 11, where the infimum is 
taken over all possible representation. Denoting the space of absolutely 
summing, integral and nuclear maps by AS(E, F), I(E, F) and N(E, F), 
respectively, one has the inclusions 
AS(E, F) c I(& F) c N(E, F), 
where each containment represents the inclusion map of norm at most 
one. The basic reference for the properties of integral and nuclear 
operators is [4]. 
The fundamental results concerning integral and nuclear operators 
into Lr(p) which we will need are contained in the following two 
theorems of Grothendieck. 
THLOREM A (Theorem 11 of [4]). An operator S : E --t L,(p) is 
integral $ S maps the closed unit ball of E into a lattice-bounded subset 
of -w-4 
THEOREM B (Proposition 9 of [4]). An operator S: E --f L,(p) is 
nuclear a2 S maps the closed unit ball of E into a lattice-bounded and 
equimeasurable subset of L,(~). 
The notion of equimeasurability is due to Grothendieck ([4], p. 20) 
and may be defined as follows: 
DEFINITION C. A subset M C L,(S, p) is equimeasurable if, for 
each compact set K C S and each positive E, there exists a compact set 
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k; C K such that P( K, K,) s:: E, and the set of restrictions (flK,:fe M} 
forms a relatively compact subset of L,(K, , p). 
This definition is slightly different from that of [4], but is more 
convenient for our purposes. The proof of Theorem B under this 
slightly different definition of equimeasurability presents no diffi- 
culties. 
It is immediate from Theorems A and B that an integral operator 
into Ii(r) must be nuclear. In fact, if II(r) is thought of as the Lebesgue 
space over counting measure on the discrete space I’, then every 
compact set in r is finite so equimeasurability hoIds trivially. 
The following is essentially contained in [4]. 
LEMMA. If L.&) L L,(p) 2 E is nuclear, where p is a finite 
measure on the compact Hausdorff space K, ] the canonical inclusion, 
then there exist Bore1 subsets K,n , pairwise disjoint, p(K\Urzl K,) = 0, 
and if tag denotes the restriction of p to K, , then the induced operator 
S,: L,(pn) -+ E is compact where L,(pn) A L,(p.,) % E. 
Proof. If SJ is nuclear, then its adjoint is nuclear 
E’ s’ L,(p) J’ L,(p)‘, 
and since J’(L,&)) CL,(p) and L&L) is complemented in L(P)‘, 
we have that JO’S’ is nuclear where 
By Theorem B, {JO’S’x’: 11 x’ (1 < 1) is a lattice-bounded and equi- 
measurable subset of &&CL). Choose B, a compact subset of K, 
p(K\B,) < l:n with the set (of equivalence classes), {S’x’ lB, : 
11 x’ 11 < 11, a relatively compact subset ofL,(B, , p IB,). Let K, = B, , 
K, = B,\U::; Bi f or n > 2, and let tag denote the restriction of p 
to K, . Since the operator L,(p) to L&L,) given by restriction is 
continuous, the set {S’x’ IK,: 11 x’ 11 < l} is a relatively compact subset 
ofL,&). Define S,: E’ e L&J by Snx’ -= (S’x’) IK, . By the above 
S, is compact, and 
E’ s,’ I&,) x L&J. 
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By taking adjoints we have that 
u/4 -L L&J s:: E”, 
where 23: is compact. These operators are extensions of the operators 
where J, is the canonical operator (the restriction of the original 
operator J) and S, is the restriction of S to Li&). Since S, is also 
the restriction of SE , S, is compact. 
We now prove the main result, which answers a question raised 
in [19]. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Banach space. The following are equivalent: 
(i) E’ is isomorphic to II(r) for some set r; 
(ii) AS(E, F) = N(E, F) for all Banach spaces F. 
To prove that (i) implies (ii), first note that E must be L~?~[ll], so by 
[19] each absolutely summing map on E is integral. If U: E + F is 
integral, then U’: F’ -+ E’ is also integral. But by Theorems A and B 
above each integral map into Ii(r) N E’ is nuclear, so U’ is nuclear. 
The bidual of E has the approximation property so Proposition 15 of 
[4] may be applied to show that U is nuclear. 
Suppose N(E, F) = AS(E, F) for any Banach space F. Then from 
[ 191 we have that E is an 6p, space, and hence E’ is an L?r space [11] 
and we may assume E’ is a complemented subspace of some L1(,u) [Id]. 
We shall suppose E’ CL,(p) and that P is a projection of LI(p) onto 
E’. By the theorem of Kakutani [6], we may assume L1(p) = 
CL WL,hI 3 where tag is a finite measure and Qa is a projection 
from L1(p) onto Lr&) with 11 Q* 11 = 1. Since pcL, is a finite measure, 
we have the canonical integral operator Jol: L,(pu) -+ L,(p,). Denoting 
by 1, the canonical injection of L1(pcL,) into L1(p) [Q,Ja is the identity 
operator on L1(pL,)] the operator PI&J% is an integral operator from 
L&J into E’. 
By the above lemma we may assume that L&L,) = (~~C1L1(~,“))21 , 
and the induced mapping from L1(p,n) -+ E’ is compact. Thus, we may 
assume L1(p) = (x8,, L1(pL,n))ll , with projectionsQQ,,.: L,(p) -+ Ll(pen), 
II Qm,, II = 1, L: Wan) -LX(p) the canonical injection (Qol,$a,n is 
the identity operator on L,(p,“)), and PIa,n is compact, so PQa,, is 
compact [regarding Lr(t~,~) and E’ as subspaces of Lr(p)]. 
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Now let B be the closed unit ball of E’ and define CD: l’(B) + E’ by 
@((A,)) = CsCB A,x. It is evident that @ is a quotient map so for each $1 
and n, there is an operator ~~~,li:LI(~41f) + Z,(B) satisfving 11 Q,,,, :;: 
2 /I PQ&,, /I < 2 II PII and @Q*,,, = PQh,n [ll]. Define 
s : (c hbe”))ll - (1 W))ll and 
a.?? CL.?? 
T : (1 I,(B))I - E’ 
‘u.7l I 
by S((fd) = (kAfuA> and WY.,~)) = IL,, @(.Y~,,>. One easily 
checks that TS is the identity on E’, so ST is a projection of 
(ED., Z,(B)),1 onto E’. But (xti,, Zl(B)),1 is naturally isometric to 
Z,(B x A x N), where N represents the natural numbers, so by the 
theorem of Kijthe [7] E’ is isomorphic to some space Zr(r). This 
concludes the proof. 
There are uncountably many nonisomorphic Banach spaces whose 
duals are isometric to Zr [15]. Very little is known about spaces whose 
duals are isomorphic to Zr , but we feel that Theorem 1 may be of 
some aid in determining something about the structure of such spaces. 
We now give the principal application of the above theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If E is a Banach space such that E’ is separable and 
isomorphic to a complemented subspace of some L,(p), then E’ is isomor- 
phic to Zl . 
Proof. It follows that E’ is an 2r space, so E is an J& space [ll]. 
From [19] we know that AS(E, F) = I(E, F) for all Banach spaces F. 
Since E’ is separable, a theorem of Grothendieck [4] shows that 
I(E, F) = N(E, F) f or all Banach spaces F. By the above E’ is isomor- 
phic to Zl(Z’) and is separable so must be isomorphic to Zr . 
COROLLARY. If E is a complemented subspace of L1(~), where p is 
a-jinite, and E is isomorphic to a dual space, then E is isomorphic to II . 
Proof. Rosenthal has shown that E is separable [18], and we may 
apply Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. If E is a 9X space with a separable dual, then its dual 
is isomorphic to II . 
Proof, It is shown in [14] that a dual 3’1 space is a complemented 
subspace of some L1(p) and the corollary follows from Theorem 2. 
We may restate the first theorem in the language of tensor products. 
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COROLLARY. If E is a Banach space, then E’ is isomorphic to II(r) 
;ff the following two things occur: 
(1) If F and G are Banach spaces and S: F --f G is onto, then 
S@I:FB E--+GB Eiso~to; 
(2) The canonical operator from E’ 8 F’ into (E 8 F)’ is onto 
for all Banach spaces F. 
By a slight modification of the techniques of the proof of Theorem 1 
we have the following. 
THEOREM 3. If E is a Y1 space isomorphic to a subspace of a 
separable conjugate space, then E is isomorphic to a subspace of II . 
Proof. Suppose F is a Banach space such that F’ is separable and 
E C F’. Then E” C F” and E” is isomorphic to a complemented sub- 
space of some L,(p) [14]. As above, assume E C E” CL,(p) = 
(Cm UPdll 3 where pd is a finite measure and P is a projection from 
L,(p) onto E”. If Q: F”’ -+ F’ denotes the canonical projection then 
we have 
L(PJ -Js -%J -L,(p)-f-+E”-F” Q-F 
is nuclear since F’ is a separable conjugate space [4]. Therefore, we 
may apply the lemma, and assume &(P,) = (C~zlL,(p,n))ll and 
s a.78 
---+ L,(p) pr E” - F’” ---+ 
are compact. Since F’ is separable let CD: l1 + F’ be a quotient map. 
Then we have a lifting sU,,, such that 
is commutative i.e., @s,,, = S,,, [ll]. Define 5’: (xm,nLI(pL,n))l, -+ 
(Ln hh, by WA)) = <%JkJ and T: (IL,, 4h, - F’ by 
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T(( 31~,71)) = IL,,, @‘( Y1.n ). It is clear that this operator leaves E 
invariant, that is 
Thus, E is isomorphic to a subspace of (x1,,1 Z,)rl and is separable, so 
it is isomorphic to a subspace of Zr . 
As another application of the method of Theorem 1 we have the 
following characterization of complemented subspaces of L,(p) which 
are isomorphs of l,(r). 
COROLLARY. If E C L1(p) is a complemented subspace, then E is 
isomorphic to II(r) f or some set r 18, for each nonnegative function 
f E L,(p), the set {g E E: / g 1 < f} is equimeasumble. 
Proof. Suppose first that E is isomorphic to II(r), let f E Ll(p) 
be nonnegative, and let P be a projection onto E. The set M = 
igEE: lgl Gfl is convex, circled and bounded, so the gauge of M 
provides a norm on the vector space E,,,, = Uz=, nM. Let A: E, -+ E 
denote the canonical injection. Then A is integral as an operator into 
Lr(p) by Theorem A, so PA: E,,, 4 E is integral. Since E is isomorphic 
to Zr(r), PA is nuclear into E and hence into L,(p). The desired 
conclusion now follows from Theorem B. 
Now suppose that the equimeasurability condition holds, and let 
K C S be a compact set of positive measure. If J is the canonical 
injection of L,(K, CL) into L,(K, p), then by Theorem B PJ : 
L,(K, p) -+ E is nuclear. We may now use the lemma and argue 
precisely as in Theorem 1 to show E is an isomorph of II(r). 
Remark. The preceding corollary may be reformulated in the 
following manner; a complemented subspace of &(p) is isomorphic 
to some Zr(r) iff the projection P maps lattice bounded sets to lattice 
bounded and equimeasurable sets. In fact, by [4] a continuous 
operator between Lebesgue spaces preserves lattice bounded sets. 
The isometric version of Theorem 1 has been given in IS]. A 
strengthening of that result follows. 
THEOREM 4. The dual of E is isometric to II(r) for some set r iff 
each compact, absolutely summing operator on E is nuclear, with equality 
of the nuclear and absolutely summing norms. 
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Proof. The necessity of the last condition may be proven exactly 
as in [8]. To show sufficiency, we will first show that E’ is isometric 
to a space L,(p) for some Radon measure p. 
Let E be the set of all pairs (F, G) of finite dimensional subspaces 
of 1, where F C G. For oi = (E, F) E E, we write F, = F, G, = G, 
and Cra for the inclusion map Fa --f G, . Let H 1 (x:aeEF,)l, , 
M = EeE &)I, 3 and U: H --f M by the Z2 sum of the maps ( Ua)JicE. 
It is clear that U is an isometry, and in fact I @ U: E’ a H -+ E’ @ M 
is also isometric. To see this note that both H and AZ have the metric 
approximation property, so E’ @ H and E’ @ ild are isometrically 
identified with the nuclear operators from E into Hand from E into M, 
respectively. But the nuclear norm of an operator A induced by an 
element u of E’ @ H coincides with the absolutely summing norm 
of A, which is also 11 UA 118.8. = li(I @ U)(u)11 by the same reasoning. 
Dualizing I @ U shows that the restriction map L(G, E”) --t L(F, E”) 
is actually a quotient map. Now let E = (F, G) E E and A EL(F, E”). 
Then AP, EL(H, E”) ( w ere h P, is the canonical projection of H 
onto F) can be extended to an operator B EL(M, E”) with the same 
norm. But then B IG (identifying G with its complemented image in M) 
is an extension of A to G with II B /c I/ = Ij A 11. By Remark 1 following 
Theorem 4.1 of [ll], E” is 9mV1+E for each E > 0. But then by [lo] 
E”’ is isometric to a Lebesgue space. Since E’ is the range of a norm 
one projection on E”, E’ is isometric to a space&(p) by [5]. 
To finish the argument we need only show that the measure p is 
purely atomic, that is, that each compact set K C S of positive 
measure contains an atom. If this is not the case, we can reach a 
contradiction by constructing a compact, integral nonnuclear map 
5’: Zi --t E’ as follows. 
Let K,, be a compact set of positive measure which contains no 
atoms. Proceeding inductively we may construct a sequence (AJial 
satisfying 
(a) For n 3 1, K,, is the disjoint union of {Ai)snGit2n+l , and 
(b) For n > 1 and 2” < i < 2n+1, EL(&) = 2-“p(K,). 
For hhal 6 4 , set s((a$)) = Ci aixa, . Then 5’ is integral since 
it maps each element of the unit ball of I1 into a function dominated 
by XK 9 and S is compact since it maps into the closed convex hull 
of a null sequence. One easily checks that the collection {Q: i = 1,2,...} 
is not equimeasurable. 
From the proof of Theorem 4 it is obvious that the equality of 
the operator norms is used only to show that E’ is isometric to L,(p). 
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If it were the case that E’ contained a complemented subspace 
isomorphic to L,(V) f or some nonatomic I’, then the second part of 
the proof would still produce a compact, integral and nonnuclear 
map into E’. Thus, there appears to be some hope of showing that 
Theorem 1 can be weakened to require only that each compact 
absolutely summing operator on E is nuclear. 
The previous part of this paper was presented at a conference at 
Louisiana State University where Professor A. Pelczynski kindly 
pointed out the following applications and generalizations of our 
results. 
The following conjecture of Pelczynski and Wojtasczyk [16] is 
solved affirmatively: If E is an infinite dimensional p1 space with an 
unconditional finite dimensional expansion of the identity, then E is 
isomorphic to II . Applying Lemma 1.3 of the reference above which 
says E is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of a dual space, the 
conjecture follows from our Theorem 2. 
As a corollary to Theorem 3 we may add the following: If E is a d;“l 
space, isomorphic to a complemented subspace of a separable con- 
jugate space, then E is isomorphic to I, . This follows from the proof 
of Theorem 3 in the following manner: Using the notation of 
Theorem 3, and supposing E is complemented in F’, we need only 
compose TS with the projection of F’ onto E. 
Also, we have the following: Suppose E is a complemented subspace 
of some L,(p) and E C II(I’), then E is isomorphic to some l,(d). 
We may assume L,(p) = (C&(p,)) I1 , where pu is finite. Consider 
the following operators 
where Ja is the canonical operator, I, is containment, P is the projection 
of L,(p) onto Z, and I’ is containment. It follows that IPIaJa is nuclear 
(it is an integral operator into Zr(r)) but we also know it is fully 
nuclear since the domain is an 5?, space [19] which says that PImJa is 
nuclear. Applying our lemma, and proceeding as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 we obtain the desired result. 
It should be pointed out that our main results can be obtained 
without recourse to the theory of integral and nuclear operators as 
given in [4]. This may be seen by noticing that Theorems A and B 
give characterizations of nuclear and integral operators into L,(p) 
spaces; these characterizations themselves may be used without using 
any of the operator theory. See [8] and its references for a somewhat 
different (at least in language) approach. 
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